Chalford Hill Treasure Hunt (Adult Version)
Come out of the school garden and turn right at the gate
1. Add up the maximum penalties that you see as you go around the treasure
hunt.
Turn right at the end of the school road
2. Which fizzy beverage has the initials that you see on the lamppost as you turn
the corner? Hint: This is not a diet drink
3. What house is an anagram of ‘The British _ _ _ _ _’ – a society for bright
people?
Look through the black gates (on your left)
4. What year did King Arthur die?
Go straight on into Dr. Middleton’s Road
5. Where does the founder of Keynesian Economics live?
6. Where does the heroine from the film ‘Alien’ (1979) live?
7. How many lights are on the outside of ‘The Old Surgery’?
8. What colour is the sun?
9. Where do Ernie and Elmo live?
10. Where could you end up if you fell asleep on the District Line?
Go straight across the road and down Keble Road
11. As you go into Keble Road, you’ll find a top heavy fraction, simplify it.
12. How many languages do the people at the Elms speak?
13. What job does Prince Charles do in the Parish council?
14. What does St. John not permit in his yard?
15. Where does Sir Francis live?
Continue down the road
16. What house is on the right of the square route of 16?

17. What happened in July in London in the year when the wall on your right was
cemented?
18. How many stepping stones are there for Jay to get into his garage?
Turn left up the path opposite The Orchard; at the top of this path, bear left and then
turn right up the public footpath to the park.
Go into the park
19. How many benches are there in the park?
Go into the allotments
20. Add up the numbers in C.P.C.’s telephone number?
21. Who produces the first black Dalek that you see?
22. What is the product of Gerald Heaven’s two favourite plots? Hint: This is a
maths question
Exit the allotments and turn left
23. What animals are telling people to keep their voices down?
Go to the end of the road
24. Who should you tel if there is a suspicious person in the neighbourhood?
Turn left down Highfield Way
25. Where would Bubba Watson not be welcome?
Walk along the right side of the park, down Highfield Way and Burcombe Way
26. From the school sign (near the start of the park), how many houses (only on
the right) down Highfield Way and Burcombe Way are prime numbers? Note a
prime doesn’t include 1. Question ends at the crossroads
27. What Snowdonian Mountain has a green door?
Turn left at the end of Burcombe way and go down Randall’s Green
28. Where can’t you go on a Wednesday?
29. ‘Are you made of Copper, Tellirium and Yttrium because you sure are a CuTeY’
– which house is related to this classic pun?

30. Where can I blow out the fire of greed, hatred and delusion? Hint: This is also
a well-known band.
31. Which tree’s nut is looking after France Church Cottages?
32. Where does Olga Korbut live?
Turn right at the red letter box onto the green
33. What is Satan’s brother’s number?

